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ABSTRACT. It is proved, that if the lifting of a bounded Pettis integrable function is
appropriately measurable, then it is also Pettis integrable.

Introduction

Throughout this paper (Ω,Σ,μ) is a finite complete measure space, p is a
lifting on Loo(μ), X denotes an arbitrary Banach space and X** is the set of
all x** E X** which are weak*-cluster points of bounded countable subsets of X.
If / : Ω —> X is a weakly measurable and scalarly bounded (or
/ : Ω —• X** is weak*-measurable and weak*-bounded), then pχ(f) : Ω —> X**
is the unique function satisfying for each x* e X* and each ω e Ω the
equality <pι(f)(ω),x*} = p(x*f)(ω) (cf [2], VI. 4). If / : β->JT is a weak*measurable and weak*-bounded, then po(f) : Ω —> X* is the unique function
satisfying for each xeX
and each ω e Ω the equality </?0(/)(ω),x> =
/>(*/)(ω).
It is known (cf [6]), that px(f) : Ω -> Jf** and /?0(/) : β ^ ^ * are weak*Borel measurable and the measures ζo:=μρo(f)~ι
and (^ :=μpχ(f)~ι are Radon
measures on the completions £^ and ΞJ of the σ-algebras of weak*-Borel
subsets of X* and X** respectively. If EeΣ and f:Ω-+X is Pettis integrable,
then v/ : Γ —• X is given by v/(E) := \Ef dμ. The space of all Z-valued //Pettis integrable functions is denoted by P(μ,X) (weakly equivalent functions
are identified).
It is an open problem, whether the functions po(f) and p\(f) are always
Pettis integrable if/is bounded and Pettis integrable. Talagrand presented a
few sufficient conditions in [6]. In particular, the RS-property is sufficient for
the Pettis integrability of ρo(f) for a bounded/but as he noticed in 7-3-16 of
[6], the Pettis integrability of po(f) need not imply the RS-property of/ In
1996 Rybakov published a paper [5] concerning the Pettis integrability of p\(f)
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